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Probably the first nonfiction book written
about pterosaurs sightings from coast-tocoast, Live Pterosaurs in America escorts
you through extraordinary investigations
by Jonathan Whitcomb, who is probably
the world’s leading expert on pterosaur
sightings. Investigate the credibility of
these sightings through the words of the
eyewitnesses of creatures that many of
our textbooks tell us are long extinct.
Learn why those many books are wrong.
Discover what really flies overhead.

states of the USA

How can giant “pterodactyls,” distinctly
non-extinct, live in the United States of
America? Why have many credible
eyewitnesses been ignored by the news
media? And how do four kinds of fear
threaten to haunt those who have
encountered the creatures?
Living pterosaurs and ignorant news
professionals—both are explained in
the book. The four kinds of fear involve
an eyewitness’s doubt in what the eyes
have seen, what the creature might do,
what other people might think, and how
our cultural ideas can be wrong. Few
persons have the courage to speak up.
This shocking nonfiction cryptozoology
book speaks out for the truth about
what eyewitnesses have encountered.
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A reader of the first edition, from South
Carolina, made the following comment to
the author:
“Your new book arrived today! . . . you really did
a wonderful job!!! You not only gave everyone
more sightings than they can dispute (21
states!!!), but you also wove a descriptive and
engaging ongoing investigation . . . To have so
MANY sightings recorded should NOT be
ignored. . . . Thank you again for the
WONDERFUL book!!!!!!” (from Susan Wooten,
an eyewitness in South Carolina)

A reader of the third edition wrote:
Mr. Whitcomb does a thorough job questioning
indoctrination and the close-mindedness of the
Western world. Reading so many eye-witness
reports of people who have seen living
pterosaurs in America was mind-opening . . .”

